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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Having a good understanding of the load requirements in the datacenter improves the 

capability to effectively provision the resources available to the meet the demands and 

objectives of application services. Especially in a large project like XIFI this aspect becomes 

even more critical because of the limited availability of the resources and the complexity of 

the various entities present. 

In this study we frame a structure that provides deep insights to comprehend XIFI 

infrastructure. Further, we model the user requests that approach the node for resource 

allocation to run their applications. We aim to provide an understanding on different aspects 

involved in modelling. The objective of this present study is to investigate the effect of load on 

the XIFI node. To achieve this objective, we model the XIFI node by examining the various 

entities involved in it. Furthermore, we provide an overview about what constitutes as load in 

the XIFI node.  

We conduct a detailed specifications study after which we identify the imperative entities 

required for the modelling of both the XIFI node and the requests. We examine the model by 

simulating it in CloudSim for two different scenarios varying the specifications. 

We simulated the designed structure for 30 iterations and analyzed 10,000 user requests 

for two cases where total RAM of the node is increased in the second case when compared to 

the first case. We analyze the CPU usage, RAM usage, Bandwidth usage and Storage usage 

in both the cases and examine the effects of the user requests on each one of them. 

The results provided evidence that the load indices on the host are dependent on each other. 

Also, it showed that the request modelling had an impact on the load of the host. It can also 

be concluded that the resource provisioning can be effective if the user behavior is known. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter will introduce firstly discuss about the background of the cloud services 

and deployment models. Next, it discusses about the XIFI project. Further, the related 

work done is discussed. After that the research gap is explained comprehensively. 

Subsequently, the problem statement and thesis contribution are discussed. Furthermore, 

aims and objectives are mentioned. Finally, the research questions are discussed.  

1.1 Background 

With advancements in network design and communication, there is escalation in 

demands for data exchange, storage, high speed processing and management. The 

datacenter is a paradigm that has emerged, to aid interconnection of large number of 

servers, each consecutively supporting distinct services to transfer, store, process and 

allow access to large amounts of data. Even with the increase in number of users and 

urge for huge data, the ability to provide fast and reliable vital services should sustain in 

order to satisfy customers and harvest revenue. Hence, it is important for the 

infrastructure provider to understand the different cloud services and different cloud 

deployments models in a comprehensive manner. We provide an overview on both of 

them in sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2. 

1.1.1 Cloud Services 
 

Another term familiar with the advent of these new technologies is cloud computing. 

Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet 

and the hardware and systems software in the data centers that provide those services 

[2]. They are offered to the customers as subscription-based services in a pay-as-you go 

model. The services can be broadly divided into [3] [4]. 

a) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The providers of IaaS offer the consumers to 

provision the processing, storage, networks and other fundamental computing 

resources which enable to run arbitrary software. The consumer as no control 

over the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over the operating 

systems, storage, a few networking components and the applications. 

b) Platform as a Service (PaaS):  The providers of PaaS offer the consumers the 

computing platform which typically consists of an operating system. Database, 

web server and programming-language execution environment where the 

application developers can develop and run their software solutions. E.g. 

Microsoft Azure, Google App engine etc. 

c) Software as a Service (SaaS):   The providers of SaaS offer the consumers give 

access to application software and the related databases. The providers manage 

the platform and the infrastructure of that run the applications. They are usually 

priced on a pay-per-use basis. E.g. Sales Force etc. 
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1.1.2 Cloud Deployment models 
 

Further another important classification is in which the cloud environments are 

established. They are as follows [4]: 

1. Private Cloud:  A private cloud is one which is operated for solely for a single 

organization compromising multiple consumers. It may exists on or off 

premises and may be owned by the organization or a third party. 

2. Public Cloud:  A public cloud is for the use of the general public. It exists on 

the premises of the cloud provider and may be owned, operated and managed 

by an academic, business or a government organization. E.g.: Amazon AWS. 

3. Community Cloud: A community cloud is provisioned for the use by a specific 

community of users who share some kind of common goals such as a specific 

mission, security requirements, policy etc. It may be owned, managed, and 

operated by the one or more entities in the community, third party or in some 

cases combination of both.  

4. Hybrid Cloud:  A Hybrid Cloud is one which contains the combination of two 

or more distinct cloud deployment models (public, private or community). They 

remain as unique entities which are bound together by a standardized or 

proprietary technology that enables application and data portability. 

Also, the demand for these different services with more flexibility at low costs is 

increased.  Hence the absolute necessity is to meet the requirements of high demands 

with interchangeable and interoperable environment with single platform for several 

different types of stakeholders and developers to access future internet technologies, 

manage shared and private resources on different infrastructures. The emanation of this 

need resulted in XIFI project. 

1.2 XIFI Project  

1.2.1 Introduction to the XIFI project 
 

The Future internet is an emerging, open, communications infrastructure which 

supports more service and applications and is better coupled to users and the physical 

world. The European Commission has launched the Future Internet Public-Private 

Partnership Program (FI-PPP) to meet the challenges that have arisen with 

advancements and wide use of the Internet. XIFI is part of this project responsible for 

the capacity building part of the program. 

Cloud technologies and IOT influenced most of the cities in Europe to undergo the 

process of evolution and transformation towards a new model of services and 

infrastructures management [23]. But the proprietary solutions limit the replication of 

infrastructures that are deployed in smart cities and the facilitation of global ecosystems 

for entrepreneurs, to develop applications and services for multiple cities. 

Hence, an open platform called FIWARE, which is an innovation ecosystem for the 

creation of new applications and Internet services, is established. It provides a set of 

tools for different functionalities to ensure interoperability and creation of standard data 

models. The platform provides enhanced Open Stack-based Cloud capabilities and a set 
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of tools and libraries known as Generic Enablers, GE with public and open-source 

specifications and interfaces [23]. But the commercial exploitation of these FIWARE 

instances needs to be supported and facilitated by a platform, which should provision 

ease of access. A single cloud provider may not be able to manage or provide resources 

for whole European market place. 

Hence a community cloud established a unique marketplace for contemporary 

entrepreneurs to overcome the present fragmentation and to enable replicable 

commercial exploitation of FI services and applications, by formulating sustainable pan-

European open federation of test infrastructures [5]. The XIFI platform deploys a 

community cloud for European FI-PPP developers, enabled by advanced FI 

infrastructure in Europe, by implementing new components that are obtained by 

adopting FI-PPP technologies. XIFI is a horizontal use case project that takes advantage 

on FI-WARE Generic Enablers to build a largely distributed and federated cloud 

platform that offer FI-PPP technologies to developers. XIFI also leverages on a set of 

data centers facilities distributed geographically all over Europe and interconnected by 

means of the network services provided by the NRENs and part of G´EANT [5]. XIFI 

is an innovative project that aims on increasing the capacity of services in the Internet. 

It is important to understand that the network resources that associate with XIFI 

federation are the resources across network domains that belong to distinct providers 

[6]. The positioning of the XIFI project is portrayed in figure 1. 

 

 
  Figure 1: The Positioning of XIFI in FI-PPP [6] 

 

1.2.2 Role of the XIFI project 
 

The main role of the XIFI project in the FI-PPP program is as follows [6]: 

 XIFI as the Community Cloud:  XIFI is a federation of resources offered to the 

FI-PPP developer community by the FI infrastructures. The developers may 

contribute to the community cloud by offering additional hardware capacity 

and their own resources. 
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 XIFI as a flexible platform:  The platform needs to integrate and federate 

different existing infrastructures, demands for ability to tackle needs raised by 

infrastructures for their integration, both at technical level, operational level 

and business level. 

 XIFI as test bed for the future internet technologies in the field of Cloud 

Computing:  XIFI can be seen as a horizontal use case project that leverage on 

FI-WARE generic enablers to show how to build a large distributed and 

federated architecture that offer future internet technologies to the developers. 

 XIFI as a platform to attract new communities of developers for future internet 

services:  XIFI is a very good platform to showcase and promote the future 

internet technologies and will help the future internet infrastructure owners to 

attract a new community of developers. 

1.2.3 Features of the XIFI project 
 

This section discusses about the different features of the XIFI project. The XIFI 

federation has two main parts [6]: 

 The platform:  It enables the end users to browse through, configure, and access 

infrastructures and enablers in preparation of their experimentations. 

 The operational services: The activities that go around the platform to provide 

the end users with a comprehensive package. 

 

The XIFI project was conceived on the basis of the community cloud deployment    

model, and all the three traditional service models of the cloud platforms: Software as a 

Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 

 

Further, The XIFI platform consists of different elements such as: 

 User Interfaces: Tools for browsing, discovering, recommending, configuring, 

allocation and deploying resources. 

 Federated Cloud and Service Management:  It provides the aggregation of 

different resources available through the federation, the shared security and 

identity management across the federation, the software automation for the new 

services and new nodes on top of the nodes. 

 Dynamic Network Management:  It supports connectivity configuration across 

the federation nodes at the level of single services, fulfilling the changing user 

demand. 

 Resource Monitoring:  It supports the active and passive collection of data from 

physical and virtual sources, both in terms of network and datacenter-based, 

providing the capacity to gain access to meaningful information on 

infrastructure and service availability; 

 

 The XIFI federation includes heterogeneous test infrastructures called nodes. There 

are five main nodes where two nodes are master nodes and the other three are slave 

nodes. The master nodes are centralized parts of the federation services .The slaves are 
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the nodes where only the software needed for deploying and managing user services is 

installed. XIFI in high availability configurations, provides load balancing of requests 

among the available redundant services [7].  

1.3 Related Work 
 

The authors [25] proposed a novel architecture design and a dynamic scaling 

scenario to investigate the scalability and performance of web applications on a Cloud 

Computing environment. A dynamic scaling algorithm that aims at optimization of 

resource utilization in each virtual instance for automated resource provisioning based 

on number of active sessions is designed. The system constructed is capable of routing 

and balancing user requests to web applications deployed on web servers in virtual 

machine instances in the Cloud. They demonstrated delivery of IT resources on-

demands to users in an effective way that reduces infrastructure costs [25]. 

In another paper [26], authors proposed a concurrent management layer with fine-

grained synchronization on a given management node by allowing federation among 

management instances to enable scalability provision for more CPU and memory 

resources. This paper discussed several issues of scaling like performance, security, 

availability, robustness and backward compatibility and possible solutions to those 

issues [26]. 

The authors in this paper [24] discussed about the problem of controller coordination 

in multi domain networks and SDN paradigm shift. They discussed the advantages of 

application of SDN in XIFI and demonstrated the management of complex and 

heterogeneous environment in more scalable and flexible manner. They proposed 

network programmability to achieve requirements imposed to network resources in inter 

datacenter connectivity provided by XIFI. Also, architecture was presented in order to 

manage SDN based interconnectivity among XIFI nodes. As XIFI is a developing 

project, a lot of research is yet to be done. But there is abundant research available on 

load aspects in a single datacenter network and federated datacenter network in a single 

domain whereas research on load generated by user and its impact on agility in multi 

domain networks is still inadequate [24]. 

In paper [27], authors proposed an approach to support ACID transactions without 

compromising the scalability property of the cloud for Web applications. Initially they 

loaded data from the cloud storage system into the transactional layer and then it was 

split across number of LTMs. They suggested CloudTPS that has linear scalability, as 

the applications typically access few partitions in their transactions. But the drawback 

with the solution in the paper is that the mechanism introduces performance overhead. 

Moreover while recovering from network partitions CloudTPS may be unavailable, but 

the authors chose consistency property over availability [27]. 

The authors in [28], proposed SmartFed, a simulator specifically adapted for cloud 

federations built on top of CloudSim. Additional modules are developed to support SLA 

in applications and in cloud resources. They demonstrated the capability of SmartFed to 

support different algorithms that implement different functionalities. In most of the 

papers the research is conducted on scalability in datacenters in single domain, and even 
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if XIFI use case is considered the load induced by users and applications is not 

considered rather the authors in [24] focused on network controller. 

Hence in this paper we study the prominence of impact on resources with variation 

in the choice of application and also Virtual machine, VM specifications in datacenters 

in XIFI architecture and analyze the number of requests failures in a simulator by 

modeling the XIFI Node architecture. 

1.4 Research Gap 
 

In each node of XIFI, the applications and the number of users that access these 

applications is obscure i.e., the workload on each node cannot be estimated as the 

capacity of the network and its ability to handle the scalability is unknown. As XIFI is 

a federation of different datacenters with different infrastructures, resources can be 

shared and offered as slices that are isolated from one another. The absolute necessity 

in a datacenter is to meet the requirements of high bandwidth which leads to significant 

costs. The main impediments that avoid agility, effect efficient data delivery and 

increase costs in datacenters are underutilization of inter-node communication 

bandwidth and congestion [8]. Congestion or traffic flood in one service affects other 

services sharing the same resources limiting scalability and agility. To address the above 

mentioned issues load identification and optimization is imperative. This has still not 

been addressed comprehensively. 

Moreover, since this is a federation with different types of architecture at each node. 

There is has been no particular model which can represent the whole of the federation. 

This kind of model is important to understand the complexity and the diaspora of 

different internal entities in one particular node. Most importantly, these entities need to 

be studied in detail to understand the effects they have on the federation. 

1.5 Problem Statement and Thesis Contribution 
 

The increase in the number of datacenters in a federation increases the complexity 

of managing the various resources present. Moreover, the rise in the demands for 

resources pose several new challenges which are very complicated to handle 

effectively. Often, the hosts and network switches in the federated datacenters are 

either under provisioned or over provisioned with non-deterministic workloads and 

unexpected failures. A host may be overloaded due to excessive CPU, memory, 

network or disk I/O usage and a switch may be overloaded can due to a large amount 

of I/O being driven through it. Overloaded hosts or switches lead to performance 

degradation and are vulnerable to failures. In order to avoid such failures enough 

resources must be available to meet the customer need. Even if the resources are not 

available, they must be scalable to support agility property of a datacenter that means 

if the resources available are insufficient to handle the requests, the dimensions of 

resources must be increased. Hence it is important to understand the behavior of load 

generated by user and day-to-day requirements of the user [31]. An important aspect 

to be considered is to analyze the load variations on each host in the datacenter with 

respect to the user behavior.  
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The work presented in this thesis was done parallel with another thesis authored by 

Navya R [22]. We worked together to model the XIFI node. Moreover, we also 

modelled the user requests which are to be handled by the XIFI node. Further, we 

simulated the model in CloudSim to examine the various parameters which were 

modelled. The work presented by Navya, primarily focusses on the user behavior and 

its impact on the resource scaling of XIFI. In contrast, this work focusses on 

understanding what constitutes as load at the host and investigating the effect of load 

in the host of the XIFI node. 

 

1.6 Aims and Objectives 
 

The objectives that are followed to achieve the aims of the project are:  

a. Understanding the XIFI architecture with the help of published articles, 

journals, papers and books.  

b. Examine and determine what constitutes as load in the XIFI federation. 

c. Identifying the essential elements of the XIFI federation which effect the load. 

d. Modelling a node in the XIFI federation using the essential elements which have 

been identified.  

e. Understanding and modelling the requests which come to the XIFI node. 

1.7 Research questions  
 

1. What kind of boundary conditions should be considered for the modelling of the 

XIFI node?  

2. What kind of entities should be considered for the modelling of the XIFI node? 

3. What are the characteristics and effects of load on hosts of XIFI node? 
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2 FUNDAMENTALS OF THE XIFI FEDERATION 
 

This section describes about the fundamentals of the XIFI federation in detail. 

Firstly, the design principles of the XIFI federation are discussed in section 2.1. 

Secondly, the provisional models of the XIFI federation are discussed in section 2.2. 

Thirdly, the federation requirements and architecture is discussed in section 2.3. 

Further, the capacity planning is discussed in the section 2.4. After that there is a brief 

discussion about the XIFI resources in section 2.5. Finally, the XIFI network is 

discussed in section 2.6. 

2.1 Design Principles of XIFI federation 
 

XIFI architecture defines a community cloud and it should follow the canonical 

cloud computing design principles [4] and heterogeneous cloud deployment best 

practices [9]. The most relevant design principles which have been followed in the 

definition of the XIFI architecture are discussed in Table 1. 

S.no Design 

Principle (DP) 

Description 

DP1 On-demand 

self-service [4]  

 

It enables the consumer to unilaterally provision computing 

capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as 

needed automatically without requiring human interaction 

with each service provider [1]. 

DP2 Broad network 

access [4] 

 

Capabilities are accessed through standard mechanisms 

available over the network. They promote use by 

heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., 

Mobile phones, tablets, laptops etc.) . 

DP3 Resource 

pooling [4].  

 

The infrastructure provider’s computing resources are 

pooled together to serve several consumers using a multi-

tenant model. Examples of resources include storage, 

processing, memory, and network bandwidth. 

DP4 Rapid 

elasticity [4].  

To the consumer, Capabilities can be elastically provisioned 

and released, to scale rapidly outward and inward according 

to demand. They often appear to be unlimited and can be 

appropriated in any quantity at any time. 

DP5 Measured 

service [4].  

 

Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource 

usage by leveraging a metering capability at some level of 

abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 

processing, bandwidth and active user accounts).  

DP6 User centric 

[9].  

 

Well-designed services and user interfaces are key to 

deliver best user experience that will facilitate adoption of 

cloud services. 

DP7 Simplicity [9].  

 

Dealing with heterogeneous environments may require 

complex solutions to automate some of the processes. Some 

processes may be kept to a manual mode in an initial phase 

to maintain delivery time and the service quality. 

DP8  Reuse [9].  

 

 Existing cloud solutions should be reused as much as 

possible to allow for a fast kick start of cloud provisioning 

activities, unless there are strong reasons to develop a new 

solution. 

DP9 Service 

dependability 

[10].  

Dependability is a fundamental characteristic of cloud 

computing platforms. Service availability is one of the key 

attributes for a service to be reliable. [9]. 
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DP10 Flexibility. In software engineering, the ability to adapt to evolving 

requirements is fundamental to allow for rapid prototyping 

and deployment. The more architecture is modular the more 

it is flexible and adaptable. 

DP11 Compatibility.  

 

Compatibility is the other side of “re-usage” coin, APIs 

should be as much as possible compatible with existing 

reference standards and de-facto standards to not constitute 

lock-in. 
Table 1: Design principles of XIFI 

 

2.2 Provisioning models of XIFI Federation 
 

As stated in section 1.3, there are three main provisioning services in XIFI: SaaS 

(Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a 

Service) provisioning models. We discuss the SaaS and PaaS in this section. We 

discuss about IaaS in detail in section 3.2. Both PaaS and SaaS are the services which 

are aimed to be provided to the developers. 

  

The steps involved in SaaS model of XIFI is described in Figure 2, are as follows 

[6]:  

1. The user recognizes a GE or a third party product he wants to use; 

2. The user selects an endpoint where the service is provided; 

3. The user applies for a security key; 

4. The user start playing with the service.  

 

The steps involved in PaaS model of XIFI is described in Figure 2, are as follows 

[6]: 

1. The user identifies a set of GEs or third party products he wants to use  

2. The user select one or more nodes (data centers) where he wants to deploy the 

new platform.  

3. The user deploys the new platform (composed by the GEs/products selected)  

4. The platform is deployed and ready for use.  
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Figure 2: SaaS vs PaaS in XIFI [6] 

 

2.3 The XIFI federation 
 

The XIFI federation is made of heterogeneous test infrastructures called nodes. The 

initial node set of the federation consists of the five XIFI Core nodes, located in Berlin 

(Germany), Waterford (Ireland), Brittany (France), Seville (Spain) and Trento (Italy). 

These nodes create a fully functional federation so that other potential nodes can join 

and be part of it [7]. 

 

A clear set of defined operational and technical requirements to be met by a node 

joining are clearly specified by the authors [7]. In addition, support procedures to aid 

node integration and deployment within the federation are clearly enumerated. 

 

2.3.1 Infrastructures and Nodes  
 

In context of the XIFI federation, while a node is an infrastructure not all 

infrastructures are nodes. To be considered as a node in the XIFI federation, the 

following requirements are compulsory [7]. 

 

1. The node should offer capacity to host GEs to build backbends for FI 

applications.  

2. The node should offer connectivity to internet and GEANT network. 

3. The node should offer services to developers: support, backup etc. 

 

From a technical point of view XIFI deals with three categories of infrastructures:  
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1. Computing capacities: i.e. infrastructures that provide hosting capacities for 

provisioning of GEs (e.g. Data Centres) [7]. 

2. Data capacities: i.e. infrastructures that provide data sources that can be 

connected to GEs (e.g. Smart Cities or Sensor Networks) [7]. 

3. Transport capacities: i.e. infrastructures that provide connectivity to support 

GEs provisioning and GEs access to/from data and users (e.g. NRENs) [7]. 

 

From an administrative point of view XIFI deals with three categories of 

infrastructures:  

1. Full member nodes: i.e. infrastructures that are part of the XIFI Consortium and 

as such of XIFI Federation [7]. 

2. FI-PPP member nodes/infrastructures: i.e. infrastructures that are part of other 

FI-PPP projects, and that are connected to XIFI as private/shared resource for 

the FI-PPP community cloud (node) or as "data providers" (infrastructure) [7]. 

3. Third party nodes/infrastructures: i.e. infrastructures that are neither part of the 

XIFI consortium nor of any other FI-PPP project and that are connected to XIFI 

as private/shared resource for the FI-PPP community cloud (node) or as "data 

providers" (infrastructure) [7]. 

Full member nodes are required to provide computing capacities and transport 

capacities.  

 

2.3.2 Federation requirements and models 
 

The authors use the the FedSM [13] project to explore and understand the different 

kinds of federation in relation to XIFI [14].  FedSM considers three actors in a 

federation: 

1. User:  A user is anyone requiring the services or resources offered by the 

federation. 

2. Federation Member: An individual or component joining the federation and thus 

offering their resources/ services to anyone using the federation. 

3. Federator: An individual or component the individual or component controlling 

and/or managing the result of federating individual members ; in particular 

whose goal is to provide value-added services related to the whole federation 

[14]. 

 

The actors can interact with each other in one of the three ways: 

1. Certification: The user directly deals with the federation member.  

2. Loose:  The user deals both with the federated member and the federator for 

different steps of resource use. 

3. Integrated:  User only deals with the federation member via a federator 

The relations between actors is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The different kind relations between the actors 

 

 

In the FedSM project [13], there are five basic federation models proposed. The 

brief description about them is given in Table 2. 

 

S.no Model Name Brief Description 

1 Invisible 

Coordinator 

 This is effectively a certification or validation authority. 

 The federator defines membership rules, and checks 

compliance. 

 The user finds and engages with members via the other 

channels 

Examples: certification authority, franchises, etc.  

2 Advisor  An initial port of call to find appropriate federation 

members. 

 The federator advises federation members on how to 

promote their capabilities through federation. 

 After initial referral, interaction is between federation 

member and user. 

Examples: government help desk, Amazon Partners, etc 

3 Matchmaker  The federation members decide what capabilities to 

offer and the associated terms and conditions. 

 The federator controls resource allocation. 

 The federation members control the exploitation of 

resources and execution of services / applications. 

Examples: brokers, kayak.com 
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4 One-stop-shop  A federation of peers offering composite services. 

 The “federator” is effectively the group of federation 

members collaborating with one another. 

 The federator defines the services and rules of 

engagement. 

Examples: airline code sharing, online train booking 

5 Integrator  It is prime contractor, brokering services and handling 

all engagement 

 The federator defines the services and rules of 

engagement 

 The federator controls resource allocation, billing, 

execution etc. 

 The federation member bills the federator for their 

resources/services 

Table 2: The different kind of federation models 

 

Based on the two main sources of requirements which are Use case projects and the 

initial XIFI nodes as mentioned by the authors [6], interpretation of the above models 

with respect to XIFI is summed up in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Summary of federation models with respect to XIFI 

 

The expectations of the initial XIFI infrastructure owners were collected right at 

the beginning and results were collected [6]. Further, after clarifying the structure of 

the XIFI federation and specifying how it is intended to work, a new updated survey 

was carried out. Based on the results of the survey [14]: 
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 It was clear that the infrastructures are willing to allow the federator to provide 

common centralized service for many functions. E.g. Resource Discovery.  

 The best fit to the infrastructure expectations falls between the one-stop shop 

and the integrator federation model. 

 The federator acts as an integrator for the “conventional” datacenter services 

(computational capacity) but acts more as a broker for the non-conventional 

ones (sensor networks, LTE networks etc.) and users interact with the 

infrastructure directly when wishing to use such types of resources [14]. 

 The federation however must be flexible for heterogeneous infrastructures that 

are not simply datacenters but offer non-conventional resources too. In certain 

cases operations may need a direct interaction between user and member. The 

Federator should facilitate this interaction. 

 

2.3.3 XIFI Architecture 
 

The XIFI federation consists of heterogeneous test infrastructures called nodes. 

The federation consists of two parts. Firstly, the master nodes which make the 

centralized part of the federation. Secondly, the slave or generic nodes where the 

software needed for deploying and managing user services is installed. The block 

diagram of both federation services and the generic node is represented by Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Fundamental Modelling Concepts (FMC) of the XIFI federation. The top half 

represents the federation services. The bottom half represents a generic node [6] 

 

 

2.3.3.1 The architecture of the Generic Node 

 

There are three functional groups which can be identified from the bottom part of 

the previous figure. They are, 

 

i. Components enabling cloud computing: 

 These components enable the setup of a cloud computing environment 

based on OpenStack: the FI-WARE DCRM GE wraps OpenStack and, 

together with Quantum, Local SDN Controller (connected to the master 

Network Controller component), Open vSwitch and OpenFlow 

Switches components, provides all the services requested to a IaaS 

Management System [11] . 
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 In addition each virtual machine will be equipped with the FI-WARE SDC 

GE client, connected to the FI-WARE SDC GE, present only in the master 

node, in order to deploy different products and GEs. The Reverse Proxy 

component helps to prevent the consumption of public IPs in order to 

access end user applications and services [11]. 

 

ii. Components enabling monitoring functionalities: 

 These components enable the monitoring functionalities collecting data 

from physical devices, network devices, virtual machines and services 

[11].  

 Data can be collected interfacing local Monitoring Adapters & Collectors 

tools like Nagios [12] that can be managed directly by the infrastructure 

owners and then passed, through an NGSI Adapter, to the FI-WARE 

Context Broker GE and then to the FI-WARE Big Data GE where data 

can be elaborated, processed and stored [11].  

 The local (i.e. installed on a slave node) Big Data GE communicates with 

an instance of the same GE in the master node in order to maintain 

aggregated data at the federation level. Having a local Monitoring System 

can also allow infrastructure owners to fine tune the data that can be 

published outside the infrastructure keeping “confidential” data private 

[11]. 

 

iii. Component enabling security functionalities: 

 These components enable the security functionalities. The FI-WARE IdM 

GE together with the Security Proxy (Keystone Proxy), and Access 

Control GE provide both authentication and authorization services for 

each node. In the future we foresee the integration with Proprietary IdM 

System (i.e. existing systems installed on the infrastructure and managed 

by the infrastructure owner), if present on the nodes, using protocols like 

SAML and SCIM [11].  

 In this way the infrastructure owner can keep control of the security and 

in particular of the identity management. Security Probe (SIEM Agent) 

are responsible to collect security monitoring data and send them to the 

master node (see following section) [11]. 

 The distribution of the security components (authentication and 

authorization) on each node of the XIFI federation will be provisioned in 

high availability so as to avoid any single point of failure [11]. 

2.3.3.2 The architecture of the Master Node 

 

The three functional groups which can be identified from the top part of the figure. 

They are, 
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i. User oriented services and tools: 

 These services and tools implement a federation view of all the facilities 

offered by XIFI [11]. 

 Resource Catalogue and Recommendation Tool are oriented to find the 

right services offered by the federation; Interoperability Tools can verify 

the interoperability and compatibility of developed software with FI-

WARE GEs based on some rules; SLA Management handles the SLA 

negotiation; Federation Manager governs the registration of a new 

infrastructure to the XIFI federation [11]. 

 Finally GUI Portal (Marketplace) provides a single entry point (portal) 

and a graphical user interface for all these tools offering a sort of 

marketplace for all the services provided by XIFI [11]. 

ii. Service and tools supporting the setup, deployment and operation of the 

Federation: 

 This set of tools offers all the functionalities to deploy the software needed 

to install a XIFI node starting from the bare metal and to operate a node 

during its activities [11]. 

 The Infrastructure Toolbox aims at providing an automated installation of 

the IaaS Management System (OpenStack, DCRM and the Network 

Controller local part), the components enabling monitoring functionalities 

and the component enabling security functionalities. DCA (Deployment 

and Configuration Adapter), FI-WARE PaaS GE, SDC GE and Network 

Controller provide functionalities for deployment of the GEs, SEs and 

third parties products on the different nodes of the federation and to set 

up the network connectivity among different VMs [11]. 

 The FI-WARE Scalability Manager (new name is FI-WARE Policy 

Manager) implements elasticity and scalability rules. The FI-WARE Big 

Data GE and FI_WARE Context Broker GE offer monitoring 

functionalities at the federation layer: they have been depicted also here 

(not only in the generic node architecture) in order to highlight that on the 

master nodes (at federation level) the monitoring data will be stored and 

aggregated following different perspectives (e.g. average on time, average 

on resources belonging to a node, etc. [11]. 

iii. Federation Security tools: 

 The security system, part of the master node, comprises the FI_WARE 

Security Monitoring GE that gathers security monitoring data from the 

remote probes and from proprietary security systems (if any) and the FI-

WARE Security Dashboard, integrated into the GUI Portal, that provides 

a graphical user interface to show security monitoring data and alerts 

users in the case of security problems [11]. 
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2.3.4 Deployment Architecture Reference Model 
 

The reference model for the physical and software deployment of the XIFI node is 

based on OpenStack Grizzly, FI-WARE add-ons and XIFI tools. It is important to 

understand that there is no one model that fits all, since the deployment of the 

architecture depends heavily on the available resources in the infrastructure [7]. The 

concepts discussed hence forth are inspired by the best practices in deployment and 

operations of Open-stack based-clouds [15] [16]. 

2.3.4.1 Concepts  

This section describes about the different parameters associated with a node. 

2.3.4.1.1 Physical Equipment 

The most important equipment types for the definition of the deployment 

architecture are: 

 Rack:  Modern servers and network equipment are designed to be installed in a 

framework called a rack [7]. 

 Server: A server is a node in the data center (usually hosted in a rack) that 

offers computation and storage capacities. Server equipped with large number 

of CPUs and RAM are more efficient for computational tasks, while server 

equipped with large amount of hard drives are more efficient for storage tasks 

[7]. 

 Switch: Hardware equipment that allows the physical interconnection of 

different server nodes. Like a server, a switch may have different roles 

according to the network services it provides (e.g. management network or 

data network) [7]. 

2.3.4.1.2 Node Roles 

In a cloud environment, servers usually have different roles. Table 3 enumerates 

the different kind roles in XIFI. Also the node referred here is different from the one 

which we consider as a node in defining the architecture in section 2.3.3. Here the 

functionality is defined as a node.  

 

S.no Name  Description 

1 Controller (node)  A controller node provides the central management for 

multi-node OpenStack deployments. 

2 Compute (node). A compute node provides the computational capacity (i.e. 

virtual machines) to OpenStack deployments. 

3 Block storage 

(node).  

A block storage node provides non ephemeral storage for 

virtual machines. 

4 Object storage 

(node).  

An object storage node provides access to large storage 

solutions via Web APIs. 

5 Object proxy (node).  A proxy that distribute the objects to different storage nodes 

according to replica settings and region availability settings. 

6 Network 

management (node) 

A network management node provides (dynamic) 

configuration on the VLANs that interconnect the VMs. 

7 Load balancer 

(node).  

A node that in high-availability configurations, provides 

load balancing of requests among the available redundant 

services. 

8 Monitor (node). A monitor node provides monitoring of resources included 

in a XIFI node. 
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9 
Deployment (node).  

 

A deployment node provides the ability to control the 

deployment of a XIFI node, including a monitor node and 

all other nodes needed to run OpenStack and FI-WARE 

extensions. 
Table 3: Description of the node roles 

 

The XIFI installation of OpenStack has different services distributed on the nodes. 

Each of the services are clearly defined by the authors [7]. 

2.4 Capacity planning 
 

This section describes in detail the considerations for capacity planning. Firstly, we 

describe about the Cloud computation and storage capacity planning in section 2.4.1 

and further we describe about the Network capacity planning in section 2.4.2 

2.4.1 Cloud computation and storage capacity planning  
 

The XIFI consortium aims to support about 800 developers with its capacity. Since 

the federation is still in developmental stage it is difficult to decide how much 

resources each developer will require [6].  

 Yet, taking into consideration the set-up in FI-Lab, it is assumed that a large 

majority of developers, i.e. 50 % will use the default share allowed in FI-Lab, 

i.e., 3 VMs; for simplicity it is assumed that the rest of the 50 % will be part of 

a privileged category that will have access to 9VMs. This would make in total 

a required capacity of 4800 VMs (3x400 + 9x400) [6].  

 A virtual machine can have different types of flavors, varying from a single 

core, to 8 core. The RAM size varying from 512MB to 4GB.Hence, 

considering the average request by GEs, it is assumed that the VM has 2 cores 

and 1GB of RAM [6].   

 OpenStack that is at the basis of the DCRM adopts by default [16] a 16:1 over 

commit ratio for the cores and 1.5 for the RAM. To not penalize developers 

with reduced performances, we consider an 8:1 over commit ratio for the cores 

[6].  

 Taking into consideration the above numbers, the total number of cores 

required is 4800*2/8 = 1200 Cores, while the total amount of RAM is 

4800*1/1.5 = 3200GB RAM.  

 Taking into consideration that there are only, it is overestimated as desired size 

100 Cores per node and 266GB RAM per node (this corresponds in average to 

66 developer projects per node).  

 Assuming that two of the nodes will act as master node, to provide 

redundancy, and that they will require a number of additional resources to host 

SaaS GEs and platform services, it is assumed for them the double of 

resources, i.e. 200 Cores and 532GB RAM. 

 In addition to RAM and CPUs we should consider storage, that can span, 

depending from the user needs from 2GB to 40GB or more, we can consider 

as a safe size 20GB per Core.  
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2.4.2 Network Capacity planning 
 

The network capacity planning considers two aspects: 

i. The end-user access over the Internet to applications hosted in the nodes : 

Since there is no knowledge about the different applications and associated 

workloads in terms of bandwidth, it is not possible to plan capacity on the 

basis of specific needs of the applications. Hence, it is initially assumed that to 

support 1/3 of the planned developers (800 / 3 = 266) and that each developer 

corresponds to an application [6]. Accordingly, each of the initial nodes should 

support around 53 developers, and hence 53 applications.  

 

The applications are divided into two categories,  

a) Category One : One that requires 300Kbps (the bandwidth for a SD 

video streaming without multicast) for 10 concurrent users (=3Mbps),  

b) Category Two: One that requires 40Kbits (the bandwidth for a rich 

web application) for 30 concurrent users (=1.2Mbps) [6].  

 

Subsequently, it is assumed that the Category One counts the 25% of 

applications (13 applications => 39Mbps) and the Category Two  75% (40 => 

48Mbps), the bandwidth required would be around 90 Mbps, Hence it is 

concluded that an assumption of 100Mbps is a good initial estimation of end-

user Internet bandwidth.  

 

ii. The backbone among nodes to support federation management [6]:  

The different elements that should be considered are synchronization of user 

databases, synchronization of monitoring data, synchronization of image 

repository; synchronization of the software repository, etc.  

 

Among such federation functionalities, it is foreseen that a high bandwidth 

request is from only by the image repository and the software repository. For 

example, the image repository synchronization may require transferring a 1GB 

virtual image across the backbone network. While of course the speed of this 

service may not be much relevant for the developers (unless the migration of 

images across nodes regards a private image), the available bandwidth may for 

sure slow the synchronization operations across the master nodes and as such 

slowdown the availability of GEs updates to users across the nodes. Thus it 

would be preferable to have a sufficient bandwidth to fast such type of 

processes. A 1Gbps bandwidth, would allow such process to last only 8 minutes, 

which is considered reasonable [6]. 
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2.5 XIFI Resources  
 

This section aims to describe the resources in the XIFI. We discuss about the 

different models in resource discovery in section 2.5.1. Further we describe about the 

resource allocation in section 2.5.2. This section provides an insight on the importance 

of resource allocation and its role in optimization. 

2.5.1 Resource Discovery  
 

The infrastructure owners provide the feasibility to discover and compare the 

resources that are available in the federation by advertising the available resources. 

Hence a suitable model that yields a better resources discovery must be chosen. The 

possible resource discovery approaches are [6]: 

 

 Decentralized model: The federation members and federator provides access to 

the information of the services. The federation acts as a dispatcher with no 

uniformed description.  

 Distributed model: Each federation members describe the service details and 

part of the information is centralized, following a common structure.   

 Centralized model: All the information is unified and published homogeneously 

and it is same among all the federation members who synchronize all their data 

on the federation environment. The efficient way allow the accessibility would 

be a model in between centralized and decentralized approach, which is 

distributed model with federation and federation members accessing the 

discovery options.  

 

2.5.2 Resource allocation  
 

The resource allocation plays an important role in optimizing the use of resources. 

Optimization here would imply avoiding the wastage of resources that may result from 

underutilization or overutilization of resources. Either of these cases has very large 

impact on response times.  Federator model plays an important role in resource 

allocation as it controls the intervention of federation members in case of  

“conventional” resources like CPU, RAM, storage and network facilities etc., which 

should be handled directly by the XIFI federator [6].  

 

The integrator federator model is the best approach to handle conventional resources 

whereas the resource allocation should be managed directly by the infrastructure 

owner in particular in case of non-virtualizable resources, their allocation and sharing 

should be carefully considered hence one-stop-shop model is the best approach.  

 

The master performs every action in a datacenter and each node is logically 

connected to the master so when a new virtual machine needs to be created, the user 

interacts with the master Via a user interface and he can choose in which region and 
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zone the new virtual machine will reside, implicitly determining the virtualization 

environment. Then the master dispatches the request to the right node. [6] 

2.6 XIFI Network 
 

This section provides an important insight into the network of the XIFI architecture. 

Firstly, we discuss about the network connectivity in section 2.6.1. Secondly, we 

discuss about MDVPN and its role in XIFI in section 2.6.2. Finally, we discuss about 

the network features and requirements in section 2.6.3. 

2.6.1 Network Connectivity  
 

The selection of the connectivity is crucial to enable private virtual networks across 

nodes. Open Stack networking model allows the interconnection on OSI Layer 3 

through IP routing and through OSI Layer 2 in Layer 3 encapsulation on L2 through 

partitioning by virtual LANs, as the federation relies on a heterogeneous 

communication infrastructure. [6]  

 

On Layer 3 based communication both IPv4 and IPv6 could be used. A dedicated 

address plan to define federation wide dynamic address management and address 

resolution services similar to DNS or DHCP must be established. The requirements 

that L3 interconnects arise are same even when using L2 solutions.  MD-VPN service 

by GEANT is adopted due to heterogeneity of the XIFI federation. MD-VPN provides 

a scalable solution for L3 multi-domain networks.   

 

2.6.2 MDVPN  
 

A significant advantage of the MD-VPN service is that it is based on MPLS & BGP 

standards and it allows for layer-3 or layer-2 VPNs spanning several domains to be 

provisioned by simple configuration of the edge routers without upgrades or 

expenditure.The use of a VPN improves end-user performance, security, and 

facilitates the use of private IP addresses across the distributed user environment. The 

GÉANT pan-European backbone and the connecting NRENs that provide the 

connectivity between all of the nodes in the XIFI project, support MDVPN across their 

backbone. The MDVPN service is described in figure 6. 

 

The transparent traversal of the backbone and other domains is possible as MD-

VPN can connect the nodes without intervening firewalls. The MD-VPN service 

guarantees that the data of VPN1 users cannot be delivered to sites outside VPN1, and 

that sites or machines outside VPN1 are unable to connect to machines that are in 

VPN1. This is achieved by isolating the MD-VPN customer data flows from any other 

traffic, standard IP traffic and traffic of other MD-VPN customers. MD-VPN service 

substrate should support services such as MPLS-TE.  
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Also, the security is considered singularly for the network.  GÉANT and the NREN 

backbones are interconnected privately by MD-VPN that has ability to deliver Layer 

2-VPN, point-to-point and Layer 3-VPN, multi-point across multiple network 

domains. This allows the users of the IPv4/IPv6 and/or layer 2 networks to work as if 

their networks are coupled together.  

 

 
Figure 6: MDVPN Service [6] 

 

2.6.3 Network features and requirements 
 

For a network to provide continuous accessibility and availability, redundancy is a 

significant aspect that needs to be implemented. Hence each and every component in 

the network is present more than once. Even if one component fails, the other 

component will be ready to provide the service.  

 

Figure 7 shows a simple CLOS topology where each server is connected to two 

different switches, of which one of them is redundant, which are linked using a switch 

stack method or just by choosing a port to trunk the switches. This implies that each 

physical host should have two network interfaces in fail-over mode. If a switch fails 

the failing network interface link will be discarded and the communication will switch 

to the other interface, which in turn is connected on the other switch. Then each switch 

is connected to a different firewall.  

 

Hence even if the switch fails the hosts residing in the network will not lose Internet 

access. The two firewalls are connected to each other to share a “heartbeat” connection 
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to ensure fail-over capabilities and a router to provide Internet access so that the other 

firewall still guarantees Internet connectivity in times of failures.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Federation Networking 
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3 METHODOLOGY  
 

The methodology followed in the thesis is motivated by a combination of recognized 

methods which are followed in an orderly manner.  

Firstly, we conducted a specifications study of the XIFI architecture.  An important 

fact to be noted is that the deliverables describing the XIFI project are peer reviewed 

and recognized by the Future internet project.  

Secondly, using the existing specifications available and also considering the 

existing research available [1] [20], we model a XIFI node which is described in 

section 3.2. We do this by identifying the different entities and their characteristics.  

Subsequently, we simulate the model in CloudSim, by using the existing classes and 

defining new classes wherever necessary. We consider two scenarios for examining 

the performance of the modelled system. The implementation is discussed in section 

3.3.  

Further, we use statistical analysis to establish the validity of the results obtained 

and also establish possible relations amongst entities in the system. 

We carried out research in a spiral method. It is describe in Figure 6.  We first started 

off with modelling with basic entities, then observe the results obtained from the 

simulation. Further, we made a decision based on the results. If they seemed valid, we 

change and increase the complexity and continue, else we remodel and follow the 

process again. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: The research spiral 
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3.1 Specifications study 
 

The XIFI federation is in its early stages and in developmental stages. Hence it is 

imperative to clearly understand and interpret the different specifications in 

Consortium [5] [6] [7] [11]. The existing literature which is available for the study 

mainly addresses the infrastructure owners and interested parties who are willing to 

join the federation. The literature clearly outlines the design principles which were 

taken into account for the formulation of the federation. 

 

Furthermore, this study aims to model the XIFI node in an incremental model with 

modelling the simple aspects and then increasing the complexity. Hence, the literature 

was studied in the same process to gain comprehensive knowledge for the different 

entities in the modelling process. 

 

3.2 Modelling 
 

 Following the research spiral, based on least complexity, we chose to develop a 

model for the XIFI node that may be defined as a region, which is responsible for the 

underlying zones in that region.  

 

 Firstly, it is important to identify the provision model which is to be modelled. As 

mentioned in section 2.2, XIFI has all the three provisional models IaaS, PaaS and 

SaaS.  Since the aim of this thesis is to model the XIFI node and understand the impact 

of load on the node core infrastructure, we choose IaaS model [4].  We first discuss 

how we modelled the requests after that we discuss the modelling of different entities. 

Secondly, it is important to model the requests which are to be processed by the 

node. This modelling is described in detail in section 3.2.1. 

   

3.2.1 Node Modelling 
 

In this section we briefly describe the various entities which we have modelled and 

the motivation for modelling them. The description, further is divided into two parts. 

In the first part we explain the modelling of computational and control aspects, while 

in the second part we explain the modelling of the network in the node.  

3.2.1.1 Entity modelling 

As mentioned in section 3.2, we aim to model the IaaS in XIFI. The different entities 

in the node as mentioned in the section 2.3.4.1.2. The description for modelling 

entities is described in Table 4. The node which we are referring in the section heading 

is a datacenter, whereas the node we are referring in the table has a different meaning. 

In the table node means an entity which is responsible for a unique function in the 

datacenter. Also the authors clearly state the specifications for a basic deployment 

model [7]. The entities which are required in the basic deployment are: 
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 Controller node; 

 Compute nodes; 

 Manger node; 

 Switches; 

 

Apart from the above entities we have additionally modelled a Load balancing node. 

 

S.no Name  Modelled Description of the model 

1 Controller (node)  Yes Since a control node provides the central 

management for multi-node deployments, we 

have modelled this because without compute 

node it is not possible to manage resource 

allocation. It is responsible for bandwidth 

provisioning, RAM provisioning and VM 

scheduling process in a compute node 

2 Compute (node). Yes Since the compute node provides non ephemeral 

storage for virtual machines, it is an important 

entity for basic functioning. In our model, each 

host that performs computations and executions 

of applications is considered to be a compute 

node. Also, assume each compute node contains 

storage capacity to provide for virtual machine 

storage 

3 Management 

(node). 

Yes A management node is present to facilitate the 

inter-functioning of the nodes present in the 

system. The management node we have 

modelled is responsible for the 

intercommunication between various entities in 

the system. 

4 Load Balancing 

(node).  

 

Yes The load balancer node is responsible for 

handling the load and managing virtual machine 

migration in case of over utilization or 

underutilization. 

Table 4: The different entities in a node 

 

3.2.1.2 Network modelling 

As mentioned in section 1.2.2, XIFI is a community cloud. The node member’s part 

of the federation need not have the same internal network architecture. They only have 

to adhere to the specifications which are mentioned in section 2.3.4. The specifications 

of the five nodes which are the core backbone in the XIFI consortium are mentioned 

by the authors [6]. Each one of them have different network topology. Hence, it is not 

possible to define one kind of model for all the nodes. Each node network has to be 

modelled differently. 
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Hence, to implement our model and show the process of the modelling a network 

we consider the example of the Berlin node.  

The specification of the Berlin node are described in the Table 5. 

 

Hardware Component Description 

Number of servers 4 

Total CPU 48 cores 

Total RAM 512 GB 

Total HDD Scalable Storage 

Network Bandwidth 1 GB 

Table 5: Specifications of the Berlin Node 

 

The network topology of the Berlin node is not explicitly defined in the 

specifications. Based on the specifications available we chose a simple clos topology 

with fat tree structure with one aggregate switch and two edge switches connected to 

four different hosts.  Hence we model two entities here an aggregate switch and an 

edge switch.  

 

3.2.2 Request Modelling 
 

In this section we discuss about the kind of requests that are to be handled by the 

node. Since, the XIFI consortium is still in its early stages, there has been little or no 

data available which describes the requests behavior. Moreover, another important fact 

is that the XIFI federation has grown steadily from five nodes to 18 nodes. It will 

continue to grow and the demand for resources will also be high. Considering, these 

factors we make a few assumptions and model the request behavior. The modelling is 

described in an orderly manner. First we describe the application modelling and later we 

discuss about the virtual machine modelling. 

3.2.2.1 Application modelling 

 

We consider an application as a task which requests resources from the node to 

complete its execution. Application modelling is a very complex task which involves 

consideration of various factors. Since, there is no data available for the kind of 

applications that might request resources, we have to make certain assumptions. For 

simplicity, we consider each request to be a request to execute an application by the 

user. The different aspects of the application are described below. 

 

Each application request has four main aspects associated with it. They are 

1. Execution Time of the Application; 

2. Network bandwidth requirement of the application; 

3. Number of VMs that are requested for execution of the application; 

4. Size of the VMs requested for execution of the application. 
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While execution time of the application is discussed in this section, the remaining 

two aspects will be discussed in section 3.2.2.2. 

 

Execution Time: 

Execution time or lifetime of an application is defined as the time taken to 

completely execute the application request by the node. There is no clear data to 

understand the possible lower limit and upper limit of the execution time. Considering 

the possibility of the different kind of applications, we model the applications that can 

be requested by the user into five types based on the execution time. The application 

type is defined by the lifetime of application in the virtual machine. The types of 

applications and their corresponding lifetimes are as shown in the Table 6. 

 

Application Type Execution Time of the 

application in Minutes. 

Very Short-life applications 1 

Short-life applications 10 

Medium-life applications 30 

Long-life applications 50 

Very Long-life applications 100 

Table 6: The lifetime of an application 

  

The reason to choose five different types of applications is to explore diverse nature 

of enormous distinct application types and the execution times are chosen considering 

applications like conducting simple search, making a Skype call or editing a 

document. These types of applications can range from 1 minute to any length of time 

but a limitation of 100 min is established to avoid complexity. 

 

Network Bandwidth: 

Here the bandwidth we are referring to is the network bandwidth. It is defined as the 

amount of data that can be transferred from one point to another. Based on the nature 

of the application, the bandwidth requirements change. It is not possible to define a 

particular value of bandwidth for an application. Practically an application can have 

bandwidth ranging from a few bytes to more than 1000MB. To reduce complexity, we 

consider four different bandwidth values that an application can have. They are 

mentioned in the Table 7. 

 

Case Bandwidth Value (Bytes) 

1 10000 

2 100000 

3 1000000 

4 10000000 

Table 7: The different ways of choosing network bandwidth 
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3.2.2.2 Virtual Machine instances and life time 

 

In application modelling we have mentioned about the number of VMs and the sizes 

of VMs that can be requested by the application. We elaborate both of them this section. 

 

Number of VMs: 

The application that is requested by a single user may run in one virtual machine or 

more than one virtual machines. It means the tasks executed by the VMs can either be 

dependent or independent. The user behavior is complex to predict hence we chose each 

VM executes an application or part of an application, based on the number of VMs 

requested. To reduce the complexity, we consider three cases for requesting number of 

VMs. The application can request one, two or four VMs for its execution.  

 

Lifetime of VM: 

Another important aspect is the life time of the virtual machine. In this model we 

consider that lifetime of applications is directly proportional to the lifetime of virtual 

machines. This means the virtual machine is destroyed as soon as the application 

completes its execution in order to avoid wastage of resource utilization. When the 

resources in the host are not available for a request to be served then the request is 

dropped.  

Also consider a situation where a user requests for instantiation of four VMs but the 

resources available can run only two virtual machines, even then the complete request 

is dropped because if the application is half executed and to execute another half of the 

application another request is to be sent.  

 

Different flavors of VMs: 

The open stack document defines flavors as “Virtual hardware templates are called 

"flavors" in OpenStack, defining sizes for RAM, disk, number of cores, and so on” [17]. 

In open stack there are five different flavors. Using this as reference we define five 

flavors in this model. We keep the values of VCPUs and disk constant. We assume the 

value of VCPU is 1 and the disk value to be 20GB. We only change the memory of the 

VM in each case. This is mainly to reduce the complexity that can arise from choosing 

all the parameters. The different flavors of VMs which we define are mentioned in Table 

8. 

 

S.no Name VM Memory (MB) 

1 Tiny 512 

2 Small 1024 

3 Medium 2048 

4 Large 4096 

5 Extra Large 8192 

Table 8: The different instances of a VM 
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The number of virtual machines to run a particular application and virtual machine 

requirements such as RAM and bandwidth that are specified by the user are also chosen 

by Poisson distribution.  

The requests sent by users are dispatched to the datacenter with inter request delay. 

As the inter request delay follows Poisson process the scenario where the burst requests 

are sent is avoided. We assume that even the large numbers of users access the datacenter 

at once the requests for accessing resources arrive with delay.  

3.2.2.3 Possible number of different applications 

 

As mentioned in section 3.2.2.1 each application as four main aspects associated 

with it. The different ways in which these aspects can be considered are clearly explained 

in sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2. In Table 9, we present the summary in which the total 

number of possibilities of each aspect is mentioned. 

 

S.no Aspect Number of possible scenarios 

1 Execution time 5 

2 Network Bandwidth 4 

3 Number of VMs 3 

4 Size of the VM 5 

Table 9: Number of possible scenarios 

 

Hence the number of different kind of applications that are possible in the model are 

5 * 4 * 3 * 5 = 300.  This implies the node can receive a request in 300 different ways.  

 

3.2.2.4 User Requests distribution 

 

Each user who is uniquely identified by their user ID, who sends a user request for 

allocation of the resources available in the datacenter. The request sent by the user is 

also unique and is defined by the request ID. Each user can send any number of 

requests over a given period of time. We assume that the users that are approaching 

and accessing the datacenter follow Poisson distribution, i.e., the inter user time is 

distributed using Poisson process. Also the inter request time, which is the time 

between the request to instantiate virtual machine with specific requirements to run 

the application as required by the user follows Poisson distribution. The argument 

for the choice of Poisson process is that the large number of stationary renewal 

process tends to Poisson process [29]. Palm and Khinchin theorem, which 

establishes that the superposition of a large number of independent, identically 

distributed, and uniformly sparse renewal processes will be indistinguishable from a 

Poisson process over short periods of time [30]. The average arrival rate, λ for the 

users varies over a period of time for the simple reason that the information as well 

as the awareness about the user behavior or the needs of the user; for example when 

to execute an application or what type of application, is not available. There is no 

basis for fixating the arrival rate to a particular value whereas the λ value for delay is 
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chosen as 7, because we would like observe nearly 10,000 requests over a period of 

24 hours. The inter request delay with λ =7 yield us nearly 10,000 to 11,000 the 

requests per day. The reason to choose 10,000 requests per day is because, with 

described specifications of a node, the 10,000 requests seem appropriate. We also 

assume the users are served on first come first serve basis. The screen shots of the 

request class and the vm_description class are mentioned in Appendix 1 and 

Appendix 2 respectively. 

 

3.2.3 Understanding Load in the Model 
 

This section discusses about the load in the model. It is very important to understand 

the concept of load. In UNIX computing the system load is the measure of the amount 

of computational work that the computer system performs [18]. Ferrari et.al [19] 

discuss about the various load indices that have been used in literature which include 

CPU queue length, CPU utilization and normalized response. This shows that a 

computing system can have different kind of loads and it is important to describe what 

the different load indices are in the system and which one defines the system the best.   

The different parameters which can be considered as load in the model here are 

 RAM usage 

 Bandwidth 

 Storage Load 

 CPU Utilization 

We cannot consider CPU queue length because we are queuing the requests in this 

model. We are dropping the requests if there are no resources available. To determine 

what exactly should be considered as load should be examined. Further, we simulate 

this model by using CloudSim. The process is clearly defined in the next section. 

3.3 Experiment 
 

This section describes how the model is being simulated and also presents the two 

different scenarios under which this model will be evaluated. Firstly, we describe the 

CloudSim simulator. Secondly, we describe how we modified it to model our system. 

Finally, we present the scenarios in which the model was simulated. 

3.3.1 CloudSim 
 

CloudSim is a tool kit developed by the Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems 

(CLOUDS) laboratory at The University of Melbourne, Australia. It supports both 

system and behavior modelling of Cloud system components such as data centers, 

virtual machines (VMs) and resource provisioning policies. It supports modelling and 

simulation of Cloud computing environments consisting of both single and inter-

networked clouds (federation of clouds) [1]. Further the authors extended the existing 

CloudSim architecture with a scalable network and generalized model, which allows 

accurate evaluation of scheduling and resource provisioning policies to optimize the 
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performance of a Cloud infrastructure. The block diagram of the CloudSim 

Architecture with NetworkCloudSim elements is described in the figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9: The block diagram describing the CloudSim software [20] 

 

The CloudSim tool is the discrete event simulator simulation engine that supports 

several core functionalities, such as queuing and processing of events, creation of 

cloud system entities (services, host, datacenter, broker and VMs), communication 

between the components, and management of the simulation clock.   

The infrastructure-level services (IaaS) related to the clouds can be simulated by 

extending the data center entity of CloudSim. The data center entity manages a number 

of host entities. The hosts are assigned to one or more VMs based on a VM allocation 

policy that should be defined by the Cloud service provider. Here, the VM policy 

stands for the operations control policies related to VM life cycle such as: provisioning 

of a host to a VM, VM creation, VM destruction, and VM migration. Similarly, one 

or more application services can be provisioned within a single VM instance, referred 

to as application provisioning in the context of Cloud computing. In the context of 

CloudSim, an entity is an instance of a component.  

 

A CloudSim component can be a class (abstract or complete) or set of classes that 

represent one CloudSim model (data center, host). A data center can manage several 

hosts that in turn manages VMs during their life cycles.  

The functionalities of the core classes that implement the designed model are 

explained as follows in table 10. 
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Class Description 

Datacenter 

 The core infrastructure services offered by resource providers, encapsulation 

of compute nodes are modeled in this class. This class instantiates resource 

provisioning for the compute node component, which implements defined 

policies for allocating bandwidth, memory, and storage etc. Network 

Datacenter class that implements network topology for the Datacenter 

extends this class [1]. 

Datacenter 

Characteristics 

The static properties of a resource such as resource architecture, OS, 

scheduling policy, cost and time zone at which the resource is situated are 

specified in this class [1]. 

Datacenter 

Broker 

The creation of VMs, tasks scheduling and submission to VMs and VM 

destroy after task completion are some of the functionalities of Datacenter 

Broker. Net Datacenter Broker class that implements Network functions like 

links between compute node extends this class [1]. 

Controller node 

This node requests the information regarding total MIPS available for a VM, 

free MIPS, allocates Processing elements like CPU for the VMs and sets 

bandwidth and RAM Provisioner. Also VM scheduling policy is instantiated 

in this class for a specific compute node [1]. 

Compute node 

This class is associated to a datacenter executes creation and destruction of 

virtual machines. This class extends the properties of controller node and its 

unique ID identifies each compute node. Network node that implements 

functionalities like maximum utilization of CPUs by VMs extends this class 

[1]. 

Load Balancer 

node 

A load balancer node class extends the compute node class. In case of over 

utilization or underutilization of resources the virtual machine migration is 

instantiated in this class. This class allocates, reallocates and removes virtual 

machine for a particular compute node [1]. 

Compute node 

characteristics 

This class is used to get the left MIPS, storage, RAM and bandwidth from a 

specific compute node identified by its compute node ID [1]. 

VM 

VM runs inside a compute node and processes applications or tasks that are 

referred to as cloudlets submitted by datacenter broker. Network VM extends 

this class [1]. 

Cloudlet 

This class represents the characteristics of a cloudlet and is used to retrieve 

the detailed information regarding the process stages. For example it aids to 

identify a cloudlet by its ID, functions that are used to find whether a cloudlet 

is executed, the time taken to complete the execution, the number of cloudlets 

in a VM, the number of cloudlets whose execution is paused are present in 

this class. Network Cloudlet extends this class [1]. 
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Pe 

Pe class represents Processing Element i.e., CPU unit, defined in terms of 

Millions Instructions Per Second (MIPS) rating. This class represents number 

of CPUs that are busy or free or failed [1]. 

Storage 

This class is an interface that represents the storage system that simulates the 

characteristics of different storage by setting the capacity of the storage and 

the maximum transfer rate for storing a file, getting a file and deleting a file 

[1]. 

Switch 

This class represents a network entity that can be configured as a router or 

switch. It can model delays in forwarding any data to either host or another 

switch [1]. 

Pe Provisioner 

This class is an abstract class that implements functions that find number of 

available MIPS and allocates the free MIPS to VMs. This class can be 

extended if there are free MIPS available [1]. 

BW 

Provisioner 

This is an abstract class that represents the provisioning policy of bandwidth 

to virtual machines inside a compute node. This class can be extended when 

free bandwidth available for future allocations [1]. 

RAM 

Provisioner 
This is an abstract class that represents the provisioning policy of memory to 

 

virtual machines inside a compute node. This class can be extended when 

free RAM available for future allocations [1]. 

VM allocation 

Policy 

This is an abstract class that represents the provisioning policy of compute 

nodes to virtual machines in a Datacenter. Once the compute node is reserved 

and committed by the user, it is allocated that user [1]. 

VM Scheduler 

Policy 

This is an abstract class that represents the policy used by VMs running in a 

compute node to share processing power among them [1]. 

Cloudlet 

Scheduler 

policy 

This is also an abstract class that represents the policy performed by a virtual 

machine to schedule the tasks. So, classes extending this must execute 

Cloudlets [1]. 

Utilization 

model 

The Utilization Model interface needs to be implemented in order to provide 

a fine-grained control over resource usage by a Cloudlet [1]. 

Table 10: Core Functionalities of the classes 

 

 

3.3.2 Simulation Scenarios 
 

This section describes in detail the simulation scenarios which we chose for the 

simulation of the node model. We implement the modelled XIFI node in the 

CloudSim. The two different simulations are described in table 11. 

The various considerations for the simulation scenario (Original scenario) are as 

follows. Firstly, we simulated the model for a time period of 86000s. This is primarily 

because we wanted to see the variation of load in different parameters over the period 

of one day.  

Another, important aspect is the total number of applications that will request for 

resources over the period of 86000s will be near to 10000. We choose this value 
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because we wanted to examine the case where there will be very high user activity. 

The distribution used to get the inter delay time between requests is Poisson 

distribution. The lambda value has been chosen accordingly to generate the requests. 

Moreover to ensure the randomness between the types of applications that will request 

resources, we again used Poisson distribution to choose a scenario each from the four 

aspects mentioned in 3.2.2.1.  

The datacenter and the corresponding network are simulated based on the Original 

specifications mentioned in the table 11. These specifications are that of the Berlin 

node whose modelling we have described in section 3.2.1.2.  

Each entity in the CloudSim is identified by its ID and this ID is unique for each 

entity. To find out which cloudlet is being executed in which VM or which VM is 

being executed in which compute node we use IDs of that particular entity. When 

the requests from the database are sent to the datacenter with inter request delay, the 

first entity to respond is datacenter, it registers its characteristics to Cloud 

Information Service, CIS [1]. The CIS communicates with datacenter broker who 

retrieves the information regarding the datacenter characteristics. The broker then 

searches for the resources available and invokes a function to create VM in the 

compute node. Then it schedules the tasks called cloudlets to the VMs on the basis 

of a user-defined mapping policy. All these steps occur in the form of events. 

The requests to instantiate a VM on compute node are allocated based on resource 

provisioning policies that extend the abstract classes defined in CloudSim. We chose 

best effort allocation policies for bandwidth provisioning, RAM provisioning and Pe 

provisioning. In the best effort allocation policy the resource is allocated to the 

request if it is available otherwise the allocation to the request fails that leads to 

dropping the request [1]. 

Initially when all the compute nodes are free the virtual machines are allocated to 

each compute node based on first come first serve basis [1]. We chose basic 

allocation policy that allocates a virtual machine to a specific compute node if there 

are more free CPUs available. We assume that all the CPUs in the same compute 

node have similar MIPS rating. 

We chose 200000 MIPS for a compute node, as there are two CPUs in each 

compute node, 100000 MIPS for each CPU. 

We chose time-shared scheduling policy for scheduling of both virtual machines to 

compute nodes and also scheduling cloudlets to virtual machines as shown in the 

figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Time Sharing Policy [1] 

 

 The Time-shared policy for virtual machine allows more than one CPU to be 

allocated for a VM and also sharing of CPUs by multiple VMs. Over subscription is 

not supported in this type of scheduling. 

We implemented the network topology as fat tree topology with edge switch class 

and switch class. We used one aggregate switch and two edge switches connected to 

four Network nodes. We did not consider root switch for simple reason that the 

requests are retrieved from database directly. 

One can configure network and switching latencies as required by sending events 

to switch, which decides the latency or delay based on the available bandwidth and 

data size. Then the data is forwarded to VM from Network node that extends the 

properties of Compute node without any communication delay. We consider the 

communication between events, as a flow and the bandwidth is shared equally 

between the flows. 

Subsequently, the cloudlets are executed based on the application execution time 

given by the user which is also chosen by random Poisson distribute number 

generation algorithm as defined by Donald Knuth [31] and we chose λ =4 in order to 

avoid generation of large numbers. Then we implemented the cloudlet execution to 

complete in provided time irrespective of the input file size of the cloudlet. As soon 

as the cloudlet execution is completed all the resources allocated to the VM are 

removed from allocation and acknowledgment is sent to datacenter broker that the 

task is completed in that particular VM described by its ID. Then the datacenter 

broker destroys the VM in the specific compute node in that specific datacenter. 

Hence the lifetime of VM is considered to be equal to the lifetime of the cloudlet, 

which is defined by the user. In real life scenarios the user may not specify the 

execution time but the time the user runs his application in the virtual machine is 

defined as its lifetime.  

The total CPU usage is defined in the CloudSim [1], it is primarily based on the 

total MIPS and the Pe available. CloudSim Pe (Processing Element) class represents 
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CPU unit, defined in terms of Millions Instructions Per Second (MIPS) rating. It is 

assumed that all PEs under the same Machine have the same MIPS rating. 

The following samples are taken at each host whenever resources are allocated for 

a particular request. 

 CPU usage: CPU usage is defined as the ratio between capacities of the CPU in 

use to that of the total capacity of the CPU. 

 RAM Load:  RAM Load is defined as the ratio between used RAM to that of 

the total RAM available. 

 Bandwidth Load: Bandwidth Load is defined as the ratio of the bandwidth in 

usage to that of the total available bandwidth. 

 Storage Load: Storage Load is defined as the ratio between the allocated storage 

to that of the total available storage capacity. 

 
Parameter Original Specifications Increased Specifications 

Requests distribution Poisson  Poisson 

RAM per host (MB) 131072 262144 

Time of simulation (s) 86000 86000 

Bandwidth per host (Bytes) 1250000000 1250000000 

Storage per host (MB) 10485760 10485760 

Repetitions 30 30 

Total number of requests >10000 > 10000 

MIPS (per host) 200000 200000 

Table 11: Scenarios for simulation 

 

We repeated the simulation for 30 times to establish confidence in the results 

obtained. In the results obtained we have noticed that there is a significant number of 

failed requests as mentioned in section 4.5. In all cases the requests failed because of 

lack of RAM. Hence we have considered a second case which we call as Increased 

Specifications where we double the value of RAM in the each of the hosts. This was 

primarily to examine the variations in the results when there are more resources 

present and to establish the possible results between the various load indices that are 

being analyzed. We run the simulation again for 30 times to establish confidence in 

the results obtained. We examine and analyze the results obtained in both the scenarios 

in section 4. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
 

This section presents the results of the simulation scenarios which are mentioned in 

section 3.3.2.  The results which are mentioned in each sectioned are averages of the 30 

repetitions of the simulation. In addition, to the average values we present the 

corresponding 95 % confidence interval to establish the confidence in the results 

obtained. Furthermore, load variations in each parameter are plotted over the period of 

86000 seconds. Another important aspect to be noted is that though the simulation time 

starts at zero, we present the graphs only from the value of 10000s. This is because, in 

all the parameters we observed that the time period from 0 to 10000s is in transient state. 

After that it reaches the steady state. So including the interval of 0 to 10000s will add 

discrepancies to the data. Also the analysis of each parameter is mentioned 

simultaneously. 

The average of total number of requests over 30 iterations and the corresponding 

values of failed requests and successful requests are presented in Table 12. 

 

 

 

Scenario Average number 

of Total Requests 

Average 

number of 

Failed Request 

Requests 

Average 

number of 

Successful 

Requests 

Average of % 

of Successful 

Requests (%) 

Original 

Specifications 10794.27 6183.23 4611.03 42.71 

Increased 

Specifications 10794.27 3384.7 7409.57 68.64 

Table 12: The performance of the application requests 
 

 

4.1 CPU Usage 
 

As mentioned in section 3.3.2 the CPU usage of the host is calculated as the ratio of 

the capacity of CPU in use to that of the total capacity of the CPU. In Table 13, the 

average CPU usage is mentioned for each host. The average value is the average of 

averages of the 30 repetitions. Similarly, the corresponding 95 % CI is given for each of 

the values. 

In each of the scenarios the CPU usage (%) is less than 10 %. This could be due the 

fact that the VCPUs of the virtual machine instances which are described in section 

3.2.2.2 is small (VCPUs = 1) and constant in all the requests. Another important aspect 

to be noted is that the overall CPU capacity of each host is very high. 

When comparing the CPU usage values in Original Specifications and Increased 

Specifications the difference between the values is close to 4.17% in all the hosts. The 

increase in the CPU usage in the later scenario could be attributed to the fact that the 

percentage of successful requests is more in the scenario. It means that over the period 

of the simulation more number of requests have been processed in the increased 

specifications scenario. Considering the 95 % CI values, in the original specifications 
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scenario it is 0.031 % for all the hosts, while it is 0.0635 % for the later scenario. This 

can be attributed to the fact that the standard deviation in the Original Specifications 

scenario is less when compared to the latter case.  

When considering the graph (represented by Figure 11) of Original specifications it 

can be noticed that the average of the interval is 5.88 %. The values vary from 5.76 % 

to 6.01 %. There is no particular pattern in the variations shown, but it can be noticed 

that the variations of values in all the hosts is similar. In contrast the graph (represented 

by Figure 12) of Increased Specifications is varying from 9.73 % to 10.1 % whereas the 

average stands at 9.94. Similar to the original specifications scenario the variation of 

CPU usage amongst hosts is almost same. 

 

 

Scenario Parameter Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 Host 4 

Original 

Specifications 

CPU Average Usage (%) 5.79 5.78 5.77 5.76 

95 % CI (%) 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 

Increased 

Specifications 

CPU Average Usage (%) 9.966 9.953 9.941 9.929 

95 % CI (%) 0.0635 0.0635 0.0635 0.0635 

Table 13: CPU Usage over the simulation time 

 

 
Figure 11: Original Specifications - Graph of CPU Usage (%) vs Time (seconds) 
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Figure 12:  Increased Specifications - Graph of CPU Usage (%) vs Time (seconds) 

 

4.2 Bandwidth Load 
 

As mentioned in section 3.3.2 the bandwidth load at an instance is expressed as 

a ratio between the bandwidth usage to that of the total bandwidth at that instance. 

In Table 14, the average bandwidth load % and corresponding 95% CI is mentioned 

for both of the scenarios. 

In each of the scenario it is noticeable that there is a significant amount of 

bandwidth is being consumed. In the original specifications scenario the average 

bandwidth load is less when compared to that of the increased specifications 

scenario. This can be attributed to the fact that there in a significant increase in the 

processing of requests in the second case. The average bandwidth load in the 

original specifications case is around 45 % for all the hosts, whereas it is around 

76 % in the latter case. The 95 % CI values in the original specifications scenario 

is around 0.24 % for all the hosts, whereas it is around 0.49 % for all the hosts in 

the latter scenario. This is due to the fact that the standard deviation in the first case 

is less when compared to that of the second case, thus establishing more confidence 

in the values of the first case. 

Considering the graph (represented by Figure 13) of the original specifications 

case the variations are as low as 42.4 % to as high as 48.5 % in the interval for 

different host. The mean average value for all the host stands at 45.2 %. Unlike the 

variations observed in CPU usage, here the variations amongst hosts is not similar. 

They have different variations at different intervals with different hosts peaking and 

trailing at different intervals. But an interesting observation is that the overall mean 

in the simulation time for all the hosts is similar. This kind of pattern is also 

observed in the latter case (represented by Figure 14) where the variations are in 

the range of 79.9 % to 73.6 % amongst the hosts with the mean average value of 

the interval at 76.5 %. 
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The arbitrary variations of the bandwidth load in each of the hosts can be 

attributed to the fact that the different values of bandwidth and the lifetime of 

application, required by the request are chosen by the Poisson distribution.  

 

 

Scenario Parameter Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 Host 4 

Original 

Specifications 

Bandwidth Average Load (%) 45.302 45.41 45.19 45.12 

95 % CI (%) 0.249 0.248 0.246 0.241 

Increased 

Specifications 

Bandwidth Average Load (%) 76.47 76.32 76.49 76.85 

95 % CI (%) 0.491 0.494 0.490 0.494 

Table 14: Bandwidth Load over the simulation time 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Original Specifications - Graph of Bandwidth Load (%) vs Time (seconds) 

 

 

 
Figure 14: Increased Specifications - Graph of Bandwidth Load (%) vs Time (seconds) 
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4.3 RAM Load 
 

As mentioned in section 3.3.2 the RAM load at an instance is expressed as a 

ratio between the RAM usage to that of the total RAM at that instance. In Table 15, 

average RAM load % and corresponding 95% CI is mentioned for both of the 

scenarios. 

In each of the scenario it is noticeable that the RAM is being used to almost to 

its full capacity. In both of the scenarios it is noticeable that the consumption RAM 

at each host is almost the same. The value is between 97 % - 98 %. This is 

interesting because the RAM is double in increased specifications when compared 

to that of original specifications. Though the % of RAM usage is same in both the 

scenarios, the % of successful requests in the increased scenario is more. But, still 

RAM proves to be the critical parameter which is leading to the failure of the 

requests. This can be attributed to the fact that memory requirements of the 

modelled applications are very high. The 95 % CI values in the original 

specifications scenario is around 0.37 % for all the hosts, whereas it is around 

0.56 % for all the hosts in the latter scenario. This is due to the fact that the standard 

deviation in the first case is less when compared to that of the second case, thus 

establishing more confidence in the values of the first case. 

Considering the graph (represented by Figure 15) of the original specifications 

case the variations are as low as 96.7 % to as high as 99.3 % in the interval for 

different host. The mean average value for all the host stands at 98.2 %. Unlike the 

variations observed in CPU usage, here the variations amongst hosts is not similar. 

They have different variations at different intervals with different hosts peaking and 

trailing at different intervals. But an interesting observation is that the overall mean 

in the simulation time for all the hosts is similar. This kind of pattern is also 

observed in the latter case (represented by Figure 16) where the variations are in 

the range of 96.4 % to 98.9 % amongst the hosts with the mean average value of 

the interval at 97.9 %. 

The arbitrary variations of the RAM load in each of the hosts can be attributed 

to the fact that the different values of RAM and the lifetime of application, required 

by the request are chosen by the Poisson distribution.  

 

 

Scenario Parameter Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 Host 4 

Original 

Specifications 

Ram Average Load (%) 97.76 97.71 97.67 97.68 

95 % CI (%) 0.377 0.377 0.383 0.384 

Increased 

Specifications 

Ram Average Load (%) 97.96 97.92 97.89 97.83 

95 % CI (%) 0.564 0.565 0.569 0.569 

Table 15: RAM Load over the simulation time 
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Figure 15: Original Specifications - Graph of Ram Load (%) vs Time (seconds) 

 

 
Figure 16: Increased Specifications - Graph of Ram Load (%) vs Time (Seconds) 
 

4.4 Storage Load 
 

As mentioned in section 3.3.2 the Storage Load of the host is calculated as the ratio 

of the capacity of Storage in use to that of the total capacity of the Storage. In Table 16, 

the average Storage usage is mentioned for each host. The average value is the average 

of averages of the 30 repetitions. Similarly, the corresponding 95 % CI is given for each 

of the values. 

When comparing the Storage Load values in Original Specifications and Increased 

Specifications the difference between the values is close to 16% in all the hosts. The 

increase in the Storage Load in the later scenario could be attributed to the fact that the 

percentage of successful requests is more in the scenario. It means that over the period 

of the simulation more number of requests have been processed in the increased 
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scenario it is 0.122 % for all the hosts, while it is 0.248 % for the later scenario. This 

can be attributed to the fact that the standard deviation in the Original Specifications 

scenario is less when compared to the latter case.  

When considering the graph represented by Figure 17, of Original specifications it 

can be noticed that the average of the interval is 22.5 %. The values vary from 23.09 % 

to 22.01 %. There is no particular pattern in the variations shown, but it can be noticed 

that the variations of values in all the hosts is similar. In contrast the graph (represented 

by Figure 18) of Increased Specifications is varying from 39.3 % to 37.5 % whereas the 

average stands at 38.4 %. Similar to the original specifications scenario the variation of 

bandwidth load amongst hosts is almost same. 

 

 

Scenario 

Parameter Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 Host 4 

Original 

Specifications 

Storage Average Load (%) 22.24 22.19 22.15 22.05 

95 % CI (%) 0.122 0.122 0.122 0.122 

Increased 

Specifications 

Storage Average Load (%) 38.50 38.45 38.41 38.31 

95 % CI (%) 0.248 0.248 0.248 0.248 

Table 16: Storage Load over the Simulation time 

 

 
Figure 17: Original Specifications - Graph of Storage Load (%) vs Time (Seconds) 
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Figure 18: Increased Specifications - Graph of Storage Load (%) vs Time (Seconds) 
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this thesis, we have modeled a XIFI infrastructure node considering the different 

entities mentioned in the specifications of the system. Therefore, we have also described, 

modeled and given a basic structure for the application requests, which are to be handled 

by a XIFI node. This structuring provides an insight into the nuances and dimensions 

involved in the description of the performance of a federated Cloud Networking 

infrastructure. Moreover, we gave an initial set of parameters what should be considered 

as factors which influence load in the XIFI federation or the XIFI nodes. Further, we 

simulated the model of a node in CloudSim, to examine the parameters, which are 

affecting the execution of requests, the performance during this execution, and also 

establish possible relations between different load indices. We were able to verify 

expected performance relations and to show new relationship by the implemented 

simulation.  

 

The results revealed that the load indices are dependent on each other. When the 

RAM was increased in the second scenario it significantly increased the CPU usage, 

bandwidth load and storage load. This shows RAM has significant effect on the other 

load indices when there is high user activity. The CPU usage in both the cases is very 

low, this is because of the assumption of constant VCPUs for all applications modeled.  

  

The results obtained also indicate that the load is very much dependent on the kind 

of applications requesting resources. This shows that resource provisioning and planning 

can be handled in a more effective manner if there is data on the kind of applications 

being requested by the users. 

 

The very nature of XIFI, with its intricate details and complexity provides a lot of 

possibilities for future work. Firstly, an interesting addition would be introducing buffers 

to queue the request and examining the load. Secondly, extending the modelled node to 

a federation and examining how the user behavior is effecting the load in the federation 

as a whole and the particular node. Further, another interesting aspect which can be 

explored is that of Load balancing, both at the node and the federation.  
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APPENDIX 
 

 
Appendix 1: Screen Shot of Request Class 
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Appendix 2: Screen Short of vm_description Class 


